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IN OUR 83rd YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 26, 1962

MURRAY POPULATION 10.100
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Another successful event—that
was the story last night for the
second annual Student Get Acquainted Party, given by the merchants of Murray for the students of Murray State College.
Guesses as to how many of the
I people attended the party ranged
all the way from 2,000 to 4,000,
but all agreed that there were a
lot of people on the court square
last night.
Merchants in the city contributed funds during the past week
to finance the party and were on
hand last night to serve the hot
dogs, cold drinks, and popcorn
Sample packages of cigarettes
were also handed out to the students.
Jim Jen6ings and his Combo

Kirksey PTA
Hears Miss
Rubie Smith
Miss Ruble Smith of the education department of Murray State
College Was the guest speaker at
the meeting of the Kirksey Eiementary School Parent-Teacher Association held" on Tuesday at 1.30
p. in. at the school.
"Quality Education" salts the
theme of the speaker's informative
discussion. She said quality education begins in the home and community and continues with the
school_ Miss Smith also said a
quality school should be building children for a better tomorrow
The speaker was introduce-I by
Mrs Ann Woods. Mrs. Joe Ross
gave the devotion and Mrs. Kenton Broach led the group in singing -America." Mrs Roy Rose is
the program chairman.
'0
Mrs. Edward Ken Adams, president. presided at the business
meeting The PTA voted to give
twenty4ive dollar toward the Calloway County Book Mobile library Mrs. Rob Marine, membership chairman, reported a Ahernbership of 96 joining at the meeting.
The room count was won by
Mrs. Laura Jennings' first grade
room with Mrs. Lillie Farris' first
grade room as seeond.
Refreshments were served by
members of the executive board
of the PTA The first grade rooms'
homeroom mothers will be hostfor the next meeting on
October 23 at 1:30 p m. irs the
school lunchroom with Mrs. Whitt
Imes, county health nurse, as the
guest speaker.
,
SON 18 BORN
Mr. and Mrs lialford Smith of
513 Whitnell Avenue announce the
arrival of a son Sammy Joe Smith
whe was born September 15 at
the Murray- Hospital. He welched
eight pounds and ax ounces. The
couple have one other child Cynthia Doan Smith. age 3.

"loather
Report
m•D

High Tuesday
74
la OA' Tuesday
55
7:15 Today
56
Thanks to the weatherman for
no rain at the etudent party last

\

nig
:VI:stein Ky. — Mostly 'cloudy
this morning, becoming partly
cloudy and a little cooler this
afternoon and tonight. High today in low 70s. Low tonight
48-53. Thursday mostly sunny and
mild, high in mid 70s.
The 5 a m. EST temperatures:
LouisVIAle 58, Lexington 57. Covington 152, Paducah 56, Bowling
Green 62. London 60, Hopkinsville 60:' Evansville, Ind.. 54, and
Iluntinitton, W. Va., 56.

Lions Hear
L D. Miller
Last Night

were mounted on a stage and
L. D Miller, executive director
played throughout the three and of the Murray Municipal Housing
one-half hour party while the Commission was the guest speakstudents danced in the street.
er last night at the regular meetBegihning at 7:00 p. m. yester- ing of the Murray Lions Club.
day under threatening skies, the
Murray made application fu:
party 'lasted until about 11:00
p. m. The weatherman cooperated its two low rent housing developand a nice cool evening was en- ments five years ago, Miller said.
Much time was consumed in the
joyed by all concerned.
The party is sponsored each endless "red tape" of federal prbyear by the merchants of Mur- jects. Both the white and colored
ray with the Chamber of Com- low rent houaing units are now
merce helping to coordinate the , under construction. Application
effort. The purpose of the party was made this March for an eldLa to indicate the appreciation of erly housing project. Miller told
the merchants of Murray for the the club. When approved the
students coming to Murray State while elderly pioject will be constructed just to the east of the
College.
Nothing was sold last night, while housing pooject and the
with just the restaurants open colored adjacent to present conas usual. All stores were closed struction.
and no effort was made to sell
By obtaining both a low rent
anything. "This was strictly a
party for the students given by housing project and an eldersly
the merchants" a spokesman said. noosing development the city will
Much comment was made on also be able to secure a comhow orderly the party was, and munity building to be used by
how well the students conducted the occupants of both projects.
Loyd Boyd, chairman of the
themselves during the three and
annual light bulb sale, reported
one-half hour event.
Block long tables were set up to the club that the sale this
on the west aide of the square year will be held on Tuesday
with hot dog, popcorn, and cold night, October 9th. Thu. club hopes
drink stations set up from one to sell 9600 bulbs. The bultd
which sell at the regular retail
end of the block to the other.
Business people from'- many price are bagged, eight bulbs to
Lrms were on hand last night to a bag. The bag contains four 76
watt bulbs and four 100 watt
serve the food.
Committees were appointed last bulbs and sells for $2.00.
weak ta handle all phases of the
Jeanea Clopton. presiding ia thh
Party
absence of president Bethel RichSome funds were left over from ardson, asked that absent memlast year to be used this year and bers be reminded they can makeif any funds are left his year, up a meeting by assisting in
the money will he saved to apply bagging light bulbs Tuesday night
on the party next tall.
at the Taylor Motors building at
•
the corner of Fifth and Poplar.
The Lions Club will donate
$80 to the United Fund Drive and
$100 to the Murray-Calloway County Library.

Murray Brothers
Arrive In Iran

GRAZVIN, IRAN (AMINO —
Two Murray, Ky.. soldiers. Privates First Class Eugene B. and
Jerold L. Haney, - sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene C. Haney, Route
IL recently arrived in Iran with
the 8th Evacuation Hospital to
help care for victims of the disestrous earthquakes which struck
huff earlier this month.
.They were airlifted from. Germany to Ghazvin, Iran, where cone
p ete medical facilities were se
up to handle the large number
of casulaties from the earthquake.
The u. 1, supported by Army
helicopters, is not only meeting
the medical needs of the victims
but also is helping prevent the
outbreak of epidemic of disease
The hospital is also aiding in
the comfort of those left homeless by the disaster by providing
food, clothing, sanitary drinking
water and temporary shelter.
The Itaneys, cooks in the hos',hal which is regularly assigned
at Landstuhl. Germany, entered
the Army in February 1961 and
completed basic combat training
at Fort Benning, Ga,

The last meeting in October
will be held at Goshen Methodist
Chureb with the meal being serifed by the ladies of the church.
Harold Grogan was a guest of
Leon Cathey:

Local Librarians
Attend Workshop
On Friday, September 21,"
librarians from the Purchase Region attended a workshop in
Princeton Those attending were
Mrs. Edna Darnell, Regional Librarian. Mrs. Evon Kelley, Assistant Regional Librarian. Mrs.
Russell Terhune. Murray-Calloway
County
Librarian; Mrs. Ewen
Swann, bookmobile librarian in
Calloway and Marshall Counties;
Mrs. Katie Majors, Marshall County Librarian; Mrs. Mayme Warren
and Mrs. Gwen Melton, Graves
County Librarians; Miss Mettle
Lou Ray, bookmobile librarian in
Graves County; Miss Carol Porter. Hickman County Librarian;
and Mrs. Kelly Moss. bookmobile
librarian in Hickman County.

Mental Health
Seminar To Be
Held Here

The program consisted of a discussion of Bookmobile problems
by Roy Mayes. Senior Extension
I.ibrarian from the DepartmenL
of Libraries in Frankfort and a
discussion of library problems by
Mary Wilson Eldred, Regional LiThe Calloway County High brarian in Princeton.
School Parent-Teacher Association
Don Bechart, Kentucky Comis sponsoring with the Mental
Health Association as the co- mission for aging, discussed the
sponsor, a Mental Health Seminar possibilities of forming "Golden
Age Club" in each of the counties
at the school.
Dr. Harold Conran, psychiatrist represented. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
and superintendent of Western Gilbert. 'members of a "Golden
State Hospital, will be the speaker Age Club"in Louisville told of
at the sessions to be held on many of their clubs' activities and
Thursday from 3:15 to 5 p. m. and showed slides to the librarians
assembled.
7:30 to 9 p. m.
The subject will be "Positive
In the afternoon, Miss Vera
Mental Health." These meetings Grinstead. a metnber of the Liare open to all people of Murray brary Science
Department
at
and Calloway County.
Western State College presented
Mrs. Pierce McDougal. mental a talk entitled "The Librarian
health chairman of the PTA, said meets the public". Miss Grinthe first policy of any PTA af- stead also discussed and demonfirms that the association shall strated the art of book mending
be educational and to obtain a
November 16 was the tentative
good rating the PTA should have date set for another workshop to
at least one organized study group be held in the Regional Ileadquart•
like the seminar each yea!,
ers in Murray.

Irary Board
eels Tuesday

,

Col.

Lance E. Booth

Colonel Lance
Booth Is New
ROTC Head
Col. Lance Booth is the new
MSC military science department
head.
Col. Booth, Armor Division, was
adviser and programing officer
and a member of the Military
Assistance Advisory Group in
Japan from l95 from 1959-82.
He bas served as advisor of the
Illisslesippi National Guard andthe Military Assistance Advisory
Group in Vietnam.

The regular meeting of the pubI
library board met in the library on North 6th Street 'ruesdlay and heard Mrs. Virginia
Broach give a report of her attendance during the summer of
a Bookmobile librarian's workshop
at Kcntucky State College, Frankfprt Mrs Swan
became Celloy's bookmo
librarian Seper 1, an
ceeds Mrs Marret Trevathan.
Mrs. Margaret Terhune who became librarian when Mrs. Esco
Gonter resigned in ! August, gave
a ^eport of circulation of books.
, Mrs. J. I. Hosick, .secretary, reported that a wall clock hanging
is the library is the donation of
Furches Jewelers.
James Blalock made a financial
report. New donations have come
from the Magazine Club with
$3500: Murray Woman's., Club,
$1,000 00; and the Calloway County PTA. $50.00. Other clubs and
organizations have been contacted for their continued support.
Mr Blalock showed the smallest
hedge for the present year for
running the local library would be
approximately $8.500 00
:Mrs Edna Darnell. Regional lithat Calloway
brarian, stated
COunty has been placed on the
aPproved list to receive federal
funds for the construction of a
provided the
Library building
My can furnish .a building
e. This project is included in
recent Public Work Bill 103t
VI which Congress passed recentI to provide work for distressed
eas. Already the Chamber of
. .has raplisd to the Lateral request for a wage scale of
this county Blue prints for a
building are being requested also
Mrs Ruth Pasco. chairman of
the board, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer.

Cases Are Heard In
Court Of Judge
Robert 0. Miller

Cases tried before County Judge
Robert 0. Miller since last week
are listed as follows in the court
record.
J. W. Harris, DWI, continued to
October 8. Arrest made by sheriff.
Hugh Gene Adams, Farmington
route one, speeding. Trooper C.
Stephenson making the arrest,
fined $25.00 and cost of $10.50.
Oran Outland. DWI changed to
reckless driving. Arresting officer
Trooper C. Stephenson. Fined
$50.00 and. costs of $10.50.
Berman Donelson, Woo-driver,
Illinois, DWI to reckless driving.
Arresting .officer Trooper C. Stephenson. Fined $100 and costs of
$10.50.
Charles Duncan. Murray route
three, speeding. Trooper C Stephenson arresting, fined $10.00 and
costs of $15.50.
Don Burkeen. Murray route
three. DWI to reckless driving.
Trooper Guy Turner arresting.
Fined $100 and costs of $10.50.
James E. Rickman. speeding.
Trooper Guy Turner arresting.
Fined $1000 and costs of $1550.
Carl P True, Goshen, Indiana,
violating special permit. Trooper
Guy Turner arresting. Fined $2500
and costs of $10.50.

Farm Bureau
Meets Tuesday

Gov. Barnett Defies Court In
Admission Of Meredith

By ALLEN J. REESE JR.
of the state office building in
United Press International
Jackson when Meredith and the
OXFORD. Mies.
— Negro marshals arrived. Barnett met
James Meredith today made his them at, the door and read a
third attempt to enroll at the statement which said "I . do
University of Mississippi but was hereby finally deny you admisstopped outside the campus by Lt. sion to the University of MiasisGov, Paul Johnson and turned sippi."
away.
Order From Court
The confrontation started calmLater. the U. S. Fifth Circuit
ly but ended in a pushing-shoving Court of Appeals ordered Barnett
contest.
to appear in court in New OrGov. Ross Barnett, who has leans Friday to show cause why
twice turned away the 29-year-old he should not be cited for conAir -Force veteran in his persis- tempt for ignoring its order to
tent attempt to break the color admit Meredith.
barrier at •"Ole Miss," also flew
John D. Williams. university
to Oxford but sent Johnson to chanceHer, told the student body.
stop Meredith this time
Tuesday night he had "faith thai
The Negro was turned aside as 'Ole Miss' will be able to ride out
the nation in general, and the this storm."
federal government in particular,
He said: "Your parents are
watched a deliberately defiant act proud of you and have every reaof protest against federal interfer- son to be. The greatest thing to
ence in state affairs.
come out of this conflict has been
Barnett stood firm in his open the quiet, determined efforts of
defiance of the U. S. Justice De- the students to go about their
portment and a full 'array of fed- daily affairs."
eral courta despite a warning - Meredith. who was refused adfrom
Washington that federal misviep by Barnett here last
troops would be sent, if necessary, Thurafkly and at the state college
to get Meredith into the all-white board offices in Jackson Tuesday,
school
flew herr today from New OrThe administration thus was s
Iexp
le
sed arrived in a car, ac
faced with the possibility of orby deputy U. S. mardering federal troops into the shals, at 10755 A. m. (03T).
South for the second time in five
Ileepose
Troopors
years to enforce school desegreHe.mas stopped by state troopgation decrees.
ers a few feet outtside the campus
Five years two days ago — entrance and Johnson, parked in
Sept 24. 1957 — President Eisen- an auto nearby, stepped out of
hower ordered airborne unite into his ear.
Astansas when Gov Orval Fau"We want to take James Mere
ralfased
i
to comply with court- dith a;_jpauglent at the univer
latogratioa dol.-LOW% Itmel aky.VIUM lahrsbal James Me
Central High School.
Shane told Johnson
Floaters had ordered state Na"We are not going to let him
tional Guardsmen to keep Ne- in," Johnson said "You want to
groes from the school. and Eis- make a big show for the whole
enhower countered by sending the country to see," he said. "We
11)r-borne troops into the city.
have a duty to perform "
Gov•rnor Waits
"I am going to have to refuse
Barnett was waiting for Mere- on the same grounds the governor
dith Tuesday when he tried to did," Johnson said.
register at state College Board ofJohnson said that admitting the
fices in Jackson.
Negro at this time would possibly
"How many times do we have result in violence and said "I re
to do thus" the governor asked. fuse because of imminent breach
He had also flown here last of peace."
Thursday to ward off Meredith's
John Doer, attorney for the U.
first attempt to register at the S Department of Justice.' then
university.
stepped forward and reminded
About 100 date highway patrol- Johnson that Meredith's admismen and other police held back sion had been ordered by federal
the crowd of about 2.000 in front
Continued on Pave 51k

The annual meeting of the Calloway. County Farm Bureau will
be held Tumidity October 2 at
the Cali0Wey County High School.
Charles L. Wallace.
In 1935 Col. Booth received a
will be tbe guest speaker for the
BA degree in chemistry from
evening.
Virginia Military Institute. His
military schooling includes: the
The business meeting will conArmored Force School, 1943; Of•
sist of the election of officers for
ficer Advanced Course, Armor
the exnang year with minor chanSchool, 1947-48; Command and
ges et the county by-laws and
Set
General Staff College. 195162,
reports of the various ounamittee
and Military Assistance Institute,
ohsirrrren
1950.
Refreshments will be served by
ist Church anThe First M e
the Farm Bureau women A full
He participated in the campaigns nounces that next Sunday, Sepof Normandy. the Rhineland Ar- tember 30. is Church School Pro- attendance is urged by Billy
dennes, northern France, arid motion Day for the members of Smith, president.
central Europe during World War the Ctuldreri and Youth Divasions.
II. His awards and decorations inChildren (of the Nursery through
cluded: the Distinguished Unit the Junior Departments. and youCitation, the French Fourragere, th of the Junior High and Senior
the Bronze Stir with Oak Leaf Youth Departments will be formCluster, and the Silver Star,
ally promoted to the succeeding
Troop 77 of Murray will
Col Booth is replacing Col. classes in accorciance with their host to all
Cub Scouts or torrnier
Joseph Fowler who was transferr- ages and academic levels.
of
Rev Walter M ischke, pastor, Cub Smuts between the agesplayS
nvit
ed from Murray State last glaring.
Harvey Ellis. Chairman of the 101 and II years old for a campout
on
October
6 and 7.
Conwraseton on Educet io on. Dr.
All Cute and former Cubs will Port
Donald Hunter, Superintendent of
the Church School, Rex Alend- meet with the scout troop on
er, Superintendent of Attendance October I at the First Christian
and Membership Development, to- Church For additional informagether with Miss Kathleen Pat- tion call Bob Overbey at PL 3terson, Superintendent of the Chil- 4926.
dren's Division. and Rue Overby,
Superintendent of the Youth DiviLOUISVILLE, Ky.
— Joseph T. Park. 98, formerly a sion, urge all members to be in
teacher and farmer in Ohio Coun- attendance next Sunday to supty, died Tuesday at his home port the able staff of teachers
By CHARLES W CORDDRY
here. He was a first cousin of and the children and youth in the
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, psychology
United Press International
fabled U. S. Marshal Wyatt Earp. annual promotion program.
The usual 100 per cent attend- professor at Murray State College,
WASHINGTON Me — The UnitFRANKFORT, Ky. (11P1i—Mary ance pins and certificates of pro- will be the weaker at a dinner
meeting of the Broadway Metho- ed States cast anxious eyes today
Elizabeth Allen. 'for 14 years motion are to be awarded.
on Ruesiaa latest Cuban aid madist Men, Paducah, tonight
an employe of the U. S. Public
Dr Tesseneer, a popular !speak- neuver — construction of a "fishHealth Service, has been aser in the area, has made several ing port" that is expected to besigned to the Division of Public
come a Red naval base.
addresses in Paducah
Health Nursing of the state DeNo matter what Premier FRIel
partment of Health as a conCestro chooses to call the new
sultant.
anchorage the Soviets are build-ing for him, officials here expectASHLAND,
Ky. run — A headGEORGETOW'N, Ky. /TT —
ed it to be a significant base for
Scott Circuit Court Tuesday issued on collision between two automoextending communist operations
biles,
one traveling at 100 miles
a restraining order limiting pickin several ways.
ets at the Universal Wire Spring per hour, early today fatally inEverett Heater and Herman
It could impose new complicaCo. plant to two, and barring jured two men and injured the Johnson of Tiline. Kentucky,
Liv- tions on the announced United
them from preventing non-strik- driver of the speeding car.
ingston County were visitors in States policy of increased surPolice said a car driven by Murray yesterday
ing employes from entering. Memveillance of Cuba and containbers of the Allied Industrial Benny Preece, 19. Cattlettsburg,
Mr. and Mrs Heater formerly ment of Castroism.
Workers Union are seeking an Ky., missed a curve on U. S. 23 lived in Murray
Castro announced the joint venand their four
across-the-board wage increase of and 60 in Ashland and crashed daughters are
graduates of Mur- ture Tuesday over Havana Radio,
25 cents per hour and other head-on into a car driven by ray State College
saying the Soviet Union would
Jack Barrett, 58, Ashland.
benefits.
build the port "to facilitate fishRichard Bateman, 19, Catlettsery operations of the Soviet fleet
PRINCETON. Ky.
SIGNS TRADE PACT
Pll — burg, a passenger in Preece's car
in the Atlantic area."
Georg* Everett, University of died instanly, police said. BarSpy On U. S.
Kentucky Extension Service to- rett died two hours later.
The Soviet fishing fleet is
bacco specialist for western
Preece was reported in fair conWASHINGTON MPS — West known to include trawlers that
Kentucky, called today for cor- dition at a hospital here.
Germany has signed a two-year bristle with radio and radar anThe two deaths were the first agreement to spend
rective programs to control and
$600 million tennane for eavesdropping on
eradicate black shank from to- reported on Kentucky highways a year for U. S
arms and use oti such key U. S. installations as the
bacco fields in the area. He since last Saturday night, and U S military supply
facilities Army. Navy and Air Force comsaid the disease has insiver been raised the state's 1962 traffic the Defense Department
disci ed plexes in the Norfolk, Va s area.
found west of Kentucky Lake, death toll to 565, compared with on Friday. The
move will
elo
A Cuban base for maintenance
but is a serious problem east 505 through this date last year, offset America's
big outflow of and overhaul could facilitate those
of th•
state police said at Frankfort.
dollars.
operations as much as it could

3spet

Methodist Sunday
School Day Is

Troop Will Be Host
To Former Cubs

shin

a

In Cuba Is
Eyed By The US

Kentucky
News Briefs

Dr. Tesseneer Is
Paducah Speaker

Hits Headon At
100 Miles Per Hour

Are Visitors In
Murray On Tuesday

help the fishing enterprises of
the Soviet Union.
Cairtro's
announcement
came
less than a week after the Soviet
military
newspaper
Red Star
blatantly proclaimed that rocketarmed submarines were ready to
put to sea "if the frantic aggressor should force us to do it."
Red Star said there was nowhere in the world's oceans Rua
sian subs could not go "unseen
by the enemy."
One place they might go. and
not mind being seen. would hethe new "fishing port" in Cuba
Location Satre
Castro did not say where the
port was being built. But reports
have indicated it might be near
Banes at the eastern end of the
island some 75 miles across from
the U S naval base at Guantana•
mo Bay. It is believed that antishipping missile facilities already
have been built or are being built
there.
If the Russians follow precedent, a next step might well be
for them to furnish submarines
to the Cubans. They supplied
them to Red China, the United
Arab Republic and Albania. The
Russians already have given Cuba
patrol boats able to carry short•
range missiles, according to U
officials.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of gComws4ty is Ike
Integrity of its Newspaper"

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 21, 1962

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

•-•

— State Sen. E. K. Collins. urging alt
dc
iy
the federal government in the James
Mississippians to
Meredith case:
Regardless of the cost ... in human lives • . . we nnist
make whatever sacrifices necessary, just as we did when we
were called into combat during World War II and the Korean
War."
— Sunny Liston, who knocked out Floyd Paterson to win the .heavyweight championship:
"I want to -be'a worthy champion—a real good one. And
be just that — as gtiod or better than Floyd was — if the
while gives me a chance."
. NEW YORK — Manager Ralph Houk, whose New York
Yankees clinched • their 27th Ainerican League pennant Tuesiy night:
•
"I thought we had the best ball club all the way. At no
p.)iut did I ever think we were going to lose, even after we
dropped those five straight to Baltiinore in late August."
WASHINGTON — Luther. L. Terry. surgeon general of
the U.S.'Public Health Service, warning that certain type* of
people should prepare for. what looks like a bad winter for
Asian flu:
"Long experience show s that the greatest risks occur w hen
influenza strikes persons over 45 years of age. pregnant women and those suffering from chronic illnesses."

Ten Years Ago Today
. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gargus left yesterday for Louisville
by automobile- where they will make plane connections to fly
Ne:se--Cleltia-n.s-nus-vsup. The trip-was.---won 1y M•r. Gargus
for his sales production-w -th Kentucky Central Life.
janies E. Byler, pastor. of the First Bapti•t Church
of Cleveland. "lenniess4111 411Is the,speaker tonight thr
Stoislay in a special Yznith Acrivai being held in the Mein
Baptist Church.
The Kentucky Dam Fox Hunters Association opened its
7th annual bench show and field-trials in Paris Monday, Sunlax Ilaggini wa• judged the last hound in the show.
,,!.Shirles:_tross.Ava_v_une ut
.three ricascusucra.and four veteran cheerleaders picked this -'iseek by the Murray State Lollege
L•11.!,
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AMERICA'S NO.1 CRIPPLER

'care foday...end•cuno forvo.rowTHE ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION

Bucy's Fo• FINE FINISHES
Building
Supply

For your Cabinet top needs we

feature genuine formica. large
selection •stocked at all times.
See J.rnmy Huey with 27 Years
in,Experience

623 S. 4th Street - -

none 753-6712

TO THE VOTERS OF THE FAXONALMO SCHOOL DISTRICT:
take this means of humbly sumitting myself as a candidate for the Counts_ Board of Education of the Faxon- Almo
School District. Entering thin. race is not an ov•rnight thought.
but the result of carefully considering the qualifications and
duties of a Sohool Board Member.
Although I feel I am known to most of you. I do not consider it amiss to state that I ant the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Roberts. I married Ruth McDaniel. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde McDaniel. We are the parents of two children.
Bean the father of two children. I am
ested in the
welfare of our boys and glans li elected your Board Member,
I promise to represent the District in a fair and impartial manner. I will never be too busy to work out our problems for the
best interest of all concerned.
I expect to conduct my campaign on a high level arid I always have the highest respect for tne two other gentlemen who
also seek this office.
1111411
I hope that if will be possible to see each and every
between now and the November election. If I should fail to sae
you won't you consider this my personal appeal for your vole
and influence.
I shall constantly seek the guidance of a Higher Power to
the performance of the delies of our schools.
Your very truly,
Inter

Darwin (Fate) Roberts
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Mental Health
In Kentucky Today

pressed or afraid.
In estimating a person's mental
-

bean)) it is important to rememr that each individual is born
with certain traits of temperament, just as he is born with
certain physical traits such as
physique, skin, color and eye color. Thus we see certain people
with an even, easy-going temperament, while others are more
excitable; scene are passive and

By 114rold L. McPbeeters M.D.
Commissioner
Kentucky Departmenil
of Mental Health„

willing to let others make decisions, others are aggressive and
self-determined.
S .
In addition, each person is born
What do we mean by good ment- and strains of his life; 3. the
al health? Who is mentally heal- ability to meet and work com- with certain basic intellectual athy? How can one become men- fortably with other people; 4. the bilities and aptitudes. Some peotally healthy?
ability to assume initiative and ple may be bright, especially
Let me first point out that responsibility for himself: 5. the when talking or using words,i
Mental health is more than the ability to have close relationships while others may be especially
mere absence of mental illness,
just as is the case at physical
health. There are, for example,
many people who are overweight
or underweight or who have minor aches and pains— they are
certainly not sick and yet they
cannot be considered physically
healthy. And there are many people who do not suffer from the
major mental illnesses or from
the psychoneu.sroses but who, because of personality traits or
character disorders. cannot be said
to be mentally healthy.
As in 'physical health, there is
no simple standard of good mental health; the criteria for mental
health change with the process
of growing up apd growing older. However, we in the field generally look for the following qualities in detertnnining whether a
person is mentally healthy: 1.
the ability to properly estimate
his own abilities and limitations;
2_ the ability to appropriate's.
manage the emotional stresses

with others, to establish satisfactory family relationships; and
6. the abilety to contribute producIively to the community and
to the society in which he lives.
Obviously, some of these criteria
apply more to adults in the middle years of life than to children
or older people, and it should also be ernphasized that these qualities do not refer to. nor are they
a part of. a bland kind of happiness that is sometimes mistakenly thought to be "mental health."
We do not expect a person to be
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free of emotional strains and
confl sts, but a mentally healthy
person will be able to work through such stresses and strains
liw
in and, appropriate manner without becoming overly anxious, de-

clever with mechanical things —
all are valuable abilities and aptitudes, all are different abilities
...,.
and aptitudes.

Each person grows up in a
situation that molds his basic
temperament and his abilities. His
family life, his schooling, his
church life, his companions etc.
—all have an effect in making
him what he is at any particular
time. He learns to react to life's
emotional stresses and strains according to his abilities, what he
has been taught and what he has
found works best for him.

ACROSS
1-Fork Uwe .
4-Wrung
11-!Miser
13-An asteroid
14-1Sarby Ionian
sod
f
Mir-PreeNeher off
Ouse
17-To dangle
la-Blackbird
$0-Lubricator
23-Uncle (Dial.)
34-Good fortune
MI-Tardier
34-Unit of
reit,

it- ex

31- BUS
33- *be
Sri- re
sus
116-Areir
39 Dur national
bird
42-For example
(abbr.)
43-Large eats
45-To fasten
46-Fiehing
gadget
411-Deleet•
Mi-Oulded
63-Foreat
SS-Germanium
(eymb.)
58-To hurry
59-Wrecker
111-5.1111lisr7
stockade
(3-English
author
DOWN
1-Kind of aut
2-Sun god
3-Single thing
4-Roman
despot
5-Challea
6- Prefls: from
7-Mother
3-Sick
8-Aromatto.
berry
10-Food Bab

11-Dinners
111-Snow
vehicles
16-Smislter
refuse
19-Imagee
21-Short ,lackfst
n-Mustcal
*nowII-African
village
Iff-Fort
30-2°rince of
apostate
angels
St-Noble
34-To halt
- 84-Bed on sislp
37-tireek
market

WOO =MU UOCA
ROM BOMB MO
0=MOM UMO1M1
mono ago
TIMO UM=
MMOUJ UMO AMM
OIM MO3 OU
MDR QOU Boom,
mmmm now OM=
OUR NOG=
WIMMO OUUMNffl
MOOQW moa
aoo mom emu
41-Older
44-To stow
away
47-Pine dirt
49-Spirit
62-Oreellt let ter

places

38-Frosen rain
40- Fah hful
aubtects
NI

2

3

c

3

4

:::::6

7

54-Dilut•
tabbr )

67-Prefix: upon
ibb-cornpase
point
60-Nkkel
(a)rub.)

Federal State Market News Service, Wednesday, Sept. 26. Kentucky Putr.hase-Area Hog 'Market
Report including 9 buying seabons. Receipts Tuesday totaled
344 head. Today barrows and gilts
are steady 25c hi. No. 1 19k.
to 230 lbs. $18.00 to $18.35. No. 1,
2, and 3 190 to 250 lbs. $17.50 to
$17.75; 255 to 270 lbs. $16.50 to
$17.50; 275 to 300 1bs. $15.75 to
$16.75; 150 to 185 lbs. $14.75 to)
$17.50. No. 2 and 3 sows 300 to
600 the. $13.00 to $16.75. Boars all
weights $9.00 to $1225.
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Soil testing is an important
guide in a sound fertilizer-liming
program. Fall testing has •several
advantages over spring testIng.
among tnese advantages are: lii
The samples can be taken during
the slack period for labor, (2)
The soil is usually in- better condition for taking good samples:
.3) The soil technician is less
booty in use testing laboratory,
DU The county agent has more
time to give thought to the tert liner-limestone recommendation;
Si The needed limestone can be
applied in the fall; and (6) The
results el a soil test in the fall
are as reliable as those in the
spring especially If the land' is
vered by sod or a ennter cover

a

FOR US,1993 BEGAN IN 1917!

s.

first Dodge truck ever built quickly earned a ments were not held back for a so-called "new
reputation for toughness and dependability. We model" announcement, but were added as soon as
have jealously guarded this reputation for 45 years, we had thoroughly proved them and knew they
constantly striving to make each succeeding Dodge would benefit Dodge truck owners.
truck tougher, more economical to operate.
Whatever time of year you buy a Dodge truck,
During the past 15 months alone, we have made you can always be sure of getting the latest in
more than 50 improvements in our trucks. (A few design and engineering features. It's always
are described below.) These engineering advance- "Happy New Year" at your Dodge Dealer's. See him.

The

law
DODGE TRUCK
STEERING HAS
BEEN IMPROVED
,^ two important
ways All cab forward
modeis have a son
sler. more rugged
steering column
Steering ellort or all
Oolge heavy duty
sextets has been resteed almost 20';

THE ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM ON ALL
HEAVY-DUTY
Dodges has been
improved, to simplify
repairs, guard against
failure. *4th heat re
sistant Hifealon in
sulated wiring, Safety
Link, terminal insula
lion, fuse block, and
other improvements

:
/

*MN 4 C.I.010

Cap.aim slam Ms

A NEW SERIES Of
DODGE MEDIUMTONNAGE DIESEL
models Ut conven
tonal and cab for
wardmodets Perkins
powered, they offer
owners remarkable
economy (both spar
ating and upkeep)aid
long life in poke
and delivery service

v worm 41 pow,'
A NEW SUPER RUGGED 140 HP.
SLANT SIX ti now
standard in several
Dodge medium-tonnage models. This
new engine has
roller timing chain,
bt metal connecting
rod bearings, and
Stellite faced exhaust
valves with Rots Caps

ltrmomm,:a

1
11111.111/
/
1111111113113Er
• 9
113111U1S
DUAL DOOR LOCKS NOW
SI A MOARD EOUIPMENT
Dndr Wyk models r,
an I VI Series. eutpt WNI301,
co...ipp01 alth a unventionkl
Ntw every Dc'.2.e cab. coo
r-tr.icc•VI atiO rib fOrDiar CI, 113S
dal (PM
lf startles

FOAM SEAT CUSHION PADS
NOW STANDARD or all lxxjg•
truck cab seats. swivel:Moroi
and cab forward models The
obvious advantage Of this new
Dodge frock feature is that the
foam pad will make a long day
at tte wheel seem shotter.

TOUGH
TRUCKS

A ONE-QUART OIL FILTER
is being made standard equip
ment on all Dodge models pow
ered by SIX cylinder engines
An additional standard feature
of Dodse gasoline powered mod
els, Six and VA, is a positive
crankcase ventilation system

MORE POWERFUL IRAK.
INS SYSTEMS ON Dodge
modes DM, C100 and C40
equipped with air brakes An
increase in the lining area on
these models makes their
brakes longer lived eivel them
Rooter stopping power.

TAYLOR MOTORS. INC.

with a
Pow cost
WANT AD

•

MAYFISID 1101'17 ON!

ti.61
.
Di tr. by United Feature SyTldkste. Inc.
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Agent's Desk
Over The County

Calloway County tamers continue to increase the amount of
fertlizer useo. and especially the
amount of plant nutnents used.
/lowest's. the amount of limstone
used is about the same or perhaps
decreasing slightly Research has
shown that tanners du not get
the greatest results from the use
of fertilizer unless the soil PH is
8 0-7 2 It has been estimated that
one out cot every eighteen acres
of cropland in Kentucky is being limed proper').
More than 60 percent of the
soils being tested in :hi state
are moderately or strongly acid
iP11 belew S.W. These soils need
liming for most crops and many
of them are too acid to produce
htgh yields of good quality tobacco
There are advantages to applyThis
ing limestone in the fall;
chore can also be done during
the fall slack period for labor;
12) The land * dry and permits
the use of heavy, lime spreIttIng
equipment, and i3i The limestone
nas a few months to recat with
the soil before crops are seeded
in the -spring.
Bs all means, tobacco land that
is to toe limed should be limed
in the fall. The lime should be
spread and worked into .the
.ground when the cover crop is
seeded. if a winter crop is to be
grown. If tobacco will be grown
I9113 on sod land that needs
lime, farmers will probabls be
ahead to applying the limstone,
plowing or discing the sod, and
sowing a winter cover crop this
fall.
Some Kentucky farmers are having failures or near failures when
needed limestone is applied at
at the \time alfalfa is seeded. Most
not thes1 failaers could be avoided by applying the lunstone six
Months to a year ahead of seeding.
other crops will also benefit
from fall applications of limestone, especially if the land is
strongly or moderately acid. This
benefit comes from the fact that
the reaction of the limestone
makes it possible for crops to
make greater use of whatever
plant nutrients are in the soillior
are applied.
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HOG MAIIIEET

Answer to v eeeeeday's Pouts

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

26, 1962

- Murray, Kentucky

- 303 S. 4th St.,
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4-ET .
News Sert.
KenHog 'Market
*Ong aTaday totaled
nvs and gilts
r. No. 1 ligk,
U8.25. No. 1,
La. $17.50 to
Ye. $16.50 to
is. $15.75 to
ys. $14.75 to
SOWS 300 to
15. Boars all
15.
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PAGE THREE

SONNY LISTON KAYOES PATTERSON IN FIRST

TVA said today that $7.1 million was invested by private industry in 70 new or expanded
forest 'product plants in the Tennessee Valley region during the
fa1962 fiscal year. Approximately
2,300 new jobs were created.
The agency said that its major
emphasis ,in the field of forest
development during the year was
on developing and initiating an
intensive forest fertilization program, planning a strip mine redevelopment program, preparing
for expanded reforestation work,
promoting expansion of the forest
'products industry, working with
tributary area associations, and
developing goals to be reached
during the next five years and by
the chase of the present century.
Other highlights of-the year included:
Floyd Patterson
Sonny Liston
Initial forest inventories were
Former
New Heavyweight
completed in Six more Valley
Champion
Champion
counties and three counties were
reinventoried. Thus far81 of the
.125 counties have been surveyed of TVA's Division of Forestry De- will be reached by the close of the
velopment, says that on the basis present century.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
glit least once.
1. Forest product values which By
A sampling of The 85,700 forest of accoroplaehments to date TVA
United Press International
plantations establianed on private believes that the following goals stood at -2500 million in 1960
should increase to $1,200 million
lands in the Valley since 1934
LOLIS-VILLE, Ky.
The
a year.
extended Kentucky weather foreshowed 81 per cent, or 401.700
2. The forest resource will pro- cast. "Thursday through Monday,
acres, still in existence and thriv-Vide jobs for. three times the 50,- issued by the U. S. Weather Buing.
reau:
000 new employed.
Nearly 61,000 acres were refor3. All of the 2.4 million acres
ested, a drop from the previous
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Sept.
Temperatures for the five-day
that need reforestirtai will be reyear in common with a trend 25, 1962. Munay Livestock Co.
period will average around six
throughout the South. However,
RECEIPTS: Hogs, 61; Cattle and forested, increasing the total for- degrees below
the Kentucky norest area from the present 15.2
ein additional 4,276 acres were Calves, 1,006.
mal of 65
seeded to pine. Most of the six
HOGS: Receipts mostly mixed million to 16.5 million acres.
million seedlings TVA produced ,graide butchers. Steady to 75c
Louisville normal extremes 78
4. Wood growth will increase
at its Clinton, Tenn., nursery were loiter. US. No. 1, 2 and 3 barrows frorn the present 30 cubic feet and M.
7 purchased by state arid federal and gilts 220 lb. $17.75; 250 lb. per acre to 75 cubic feet, making
Continued rather cool with onagencies. The nursery is now be- $17.50.
one billion cubic feet available to ly
minor day-to-day changes in
ing used as an experimental labCATTLE and CALVES: Receipts industry each year, every year.
temperature. Rainfall will total
oratory.
mostly feeders and cows, Cows
5. Fires which now_ burn some- about one-fourth of an inch
as
Thirty-one new superior pines meetly 25 to 50c higher. Other thing less than one-half of
one scattered showers toward
the
were selected this year, bringing classes about steady. Standard and per cent of
the forest each yeor weekend.
the total to 108. These are being Good 800 to 1000 lb slaughter
will be held to no more than onereproduced by grafting and the steers $22.50 to $23.80; Good and fourth of one per cent.
Igrafted trees are being
set out in Choice 600 to 1000 lb. slaughter
orchards to produce superior seed yearling and heifers $22.75 to
6. Livestock grazing, now damNOW YOU KNOW
for the reforestation program. So $25.00; Gadd and Choice 300 to aging about 12 per cent of Valley
far, 12 orchards totaling 60 acres 500 lb. sloughter calves $23.25 to forests, will be eliminated in all
are under development
$29.25; Utility and Commercial commercial forests.
By United Press intdirnatiettal
TVA forestry goals for the next cows $13.80 to $16.80; Canner and
7. Insect and disease damage,
Ancient Egyptian dice found in
five years, developed in consulta- Cutter $10.10 to $15.20; Utility
tion with the Valley's state for- and Commercial bulls $17.80 to which is substantial but not yet the ruins of Thebes indicate that,
accurately evaluatedowill be held even in those days, some of the
estry agencies and the U.S. Forest $18.30; Cutter $16.75 to *17.50.
to commercially acceptable limits. cubes were 'loaded' to make
Service. include: Complete the
FEEDERS: Good and Choice 800
cheating easier, according to Calforest inventories in the remaining to 1000 lb. $22.75 to $24.75; Choice
lier's Encylopedii.
,44 of the Valley's 125 counties: 800 to 800 lb. $24.25 to $27.25;
About two-thirels of the 153
extend state organized fire pro- Good $23.25 to $24.75: Mediurn municipal and cooperative distritection to the 11 Valley counties $19.75 to $22.50: Qmice 300 to GOO butors of TVA power during the
that do not now have it and lb.' $24.90 to $28.70; Good $23.00 next t w o months will jointly
reduce average ,alapsural barn to to $28.75; Medium $2025
to $2626: sponsor a promotional campaign
025 per cent of toS1 forest area: Choice 300 to 600 lb heifers $23.25 alined at increased sales of elecInclude peat control in all planer to $25.30; Good $22.50 to $24.75; tric home 1011IltiTy appliances. Alfor new forest management dem- Medium $19.50 to $22.75; Meditim though all soles will 'be by local
onstrations: speed up fetamoba- endlikkal stuck cows with calved appliance dealers, the distributors
tion: reduce grazing damage; ex- $13560 to $185.00 per oow.
will offer mail bonuses ranging
'
tend systematic management of
VEALERS: Mostly $1.00 to $2.00 from $10 to $25 to consumers who
forest land, expand forrt indus- higher Cht,ice $29.50 to $32.00; purchase automatic washers, wat°tries.
Good $2800 to $30.00; Standard er heaters, dryers, and farm water
Kenneth J Seigworth, director $22 50 to $28.50.
systems between Oct. 4 and Dec. 8.

Federal State Market
News Service
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CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK
The'War for the Unioh 1861-65 in Pictures

Just a century ago Latin
American republics protested
that their erstwhile protector from European
Invasion was violating Its own Monroe Doctrine. The governments of Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua voiced through their diplomatic agent'
in Washington, strong opposition to "the
Chiriqui project" and the sending of any
such colonies to their respective territories.
This was a reaction to a plan approved by
President Lincoln for resettlement of emancipated slaves in Central American and
Caribbean lands.
Lincoln issued his provisional Emancipation Proclamation of SepL 22, 1862, just 11
days after he had ordered a contract signed
between the U. S. government and the Chiriqui Improvement Co., which had been
formed by U. S. business men to develop a
large concession In the isthmus of Panama
(then still part of Colombia.). An Atlantic to
Pacific railway had been opened acrou the

No. 220

Isthmus in 1855. successfully; it was manifestly possible to connect the Citiriqui area,
which was deemed to have valuable natural
resources, with ports on both oceans.
The contract stipulated that the company's lands would be open to any Negro emigrants and deportees from the U. S.
"Deportees"? Did Lincoln actually consider deporting freed Negroes? Yes, says
one of the leading scholars in American
Negro history, Prof. Benjamin Quarles of
Morgan State College. In a new book,
"Lincoln and the Negro" (pub. by Oxford
University Press), Prof. Quarles outlines
Lincoln's various efforts before the provisional proclamation of Sept. 1862, to accompany a gradual compensated ertancipation with resettlement abroad.
The strong reaction of the republics named '
above to Lincoln's plans, which also included
sending ionic Negroes to French. Dutch and
Danish possessions in the Caribbean, forced
Secretary of State Seward to advise Lincoin to abandon them.
In October 1862, Lincoln issued an order,
"temporarily suspendMg the proposed emigration to the tropics."
-CLARK KINSAIRD
Chiriqui Province
as shown in modem
maps. Lines were dn..
ferent when Panama
Was part of Colombia
and Lincoln was considering
resettlement
of freed slaves there.
[Map by Beadier]

Lifts Heavyweight Title From
Two Time Champion Last Night
By JACK CUDDY
physical advantages, the crowd of
I nIted preas International
26,00 in the White Sox ball park
CHICAGO Ian - Big Sonny
was almost astounded when SonListen, the first former convict to
ny knocked the charnpion out in
became world heavyweight chamthe first round.
pion, will be offered an opportuThe quick kayo sapped much of
nity to repeat his 2-minute, 6the prestige Floyd had earned by
second knockout over Floyd Patbecoming the first man to recapterson in February or March.
ture the heavy title.
probably at Miami Beach. it was
But, because 27-year old Patterlearned authoritatively today.
son is the same fellow who came
Al Bolan of Championship
back from a seven-knockdown
Sports, who promoted the third third-round
kayo by Ingernar Joshort( t--and the richest-heavy- hansson
iii 1959 to win back the
weight title fight in history at title from
Ingernar on a fifthCeiniskey Park Tuesday night, round
kayo in 1960, his return
said today he wants to arrange fight
witt Liston may again atthe return Liston-Patterson chamtract gross receipts approaching
pionship match within the next $5,500,000
- the estimated total
five or six months.
for the lye gate ($665,420) at
Bolan declined to indicate any Comiskey
Park, plus the receipts
tbrobable site. Butamother official from
closed-circuit television to
of Championship averts disclosed: theaters
in the United States and
"Al wants that return fight at Canada,
and movies, radio, forMiami Beach more than any place eign
kinescope and other ancilelse."
laries.
Liston, the son of a povertyElectrifies Crowd
r id d en Arkansas sharecropper,
Liston brought the crowd to its
earned sports' richest title and feet
when he staggered the smallabout $400,000 with a left hook er champion
with a left nook and
that floored Floyd and 'left him then
spun him into the ring-ropes
unable to regain his feet before with a right
uppercut to the chin.
referee Prank Sikora had counted
Big Sonny sensed the "kill" arid
10 in the first round,
barraged it is wilting opponent
Promises Rematch
with his huge 14-inch fists until
Today Liston repeated'his state- a left hook
exploded on the side
ment that he will go through with of Floyd's jaw
-and dropped him
his contract to "give Patterson a to the canvas.
It was the 13th
return shot at the tiUe "jest as knockdown
during Floyd's two
soon as possible."
tenures as champion.
Patterson gamely pushed him"I won't make no trouble about
that return bout," the new 28- self half off the canvas and reyear old champion declared "I maimed there on the side of one
wont to be a worthy champion- hip with his right arm supporting
s real good one. And
be just him while referee Frank Sikora
that - as good or better than tolled off the count above him.
Floyd was - if the public gives Patterson almost got to his feet
at the count of 10 but not quite.
me a chance."
Sonny, weighing 25 pounds
Although Lipton of Philadelphia inure than Floyd at 214
to 189,
had gone into the ring favored achieved the third tastiest
kayo in
M.71 to 5 because of his many heavy-weight title history
when

Patterson was counted out at 2:06.
Tommy Burns had belted out Jem
Roche in 1 2
- 8 in 1908; and Joe
Louis disposed of Max Schmeling
at 2:04 in their second right in
1938.
Roche and Schrneling both were
challengers, so Patterson suffered
the quickest knockout of a n y
heavyweight champion in a title
fight.
Less Than Minute
An unofficial quicker kayo was
registered by James J. Jeffries
in 1900 When he knocked out Jack
Finnegan at Detroit in 55 seconds
of a scheduled 10-rounder that
was not advertised as a title
fight, but in which Jeffries could
have lost the crown had be been

knocked out.
It was the 27th straight victory
for Liston who scored his 34th
win and 24th kayo in 35 professional fights since he learned to
box in prison. Sonny "did time"
in the Missouri state pentitentiary
for armed robbery and in the St.
Louis jail for assault on a policeman. He was arrested on 17
other occasions on other charges.
Because of Sonny's unsavory
background, neither the New York
state commission nor the California commission would give him a
license to fight.
Patterson, v.:1•1 earned possibly
$1,500,000 last night, saffered his
third professional defeat in 41
fights and his second knockout.

by Vetted Prow Istanotleasl

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tent
W I, P..t 41/ B.
X -New York -- 93 65 589
Minnesota
88 71 553 51
1-.06 Angeles
84 73 .535 81
Chicago
83 75 .525 10
Detroit
82 75 .522 101
Cleveland
77 81 .487 16
Baltimore
76 81 .484 161
Boston 75 82 .478 171
Kansas City
'71 86 .452 211
Washington
59 99 .373 34
x-Clinched pennant
Tuesday's Resutls
Boston 4 Chicago 0
Detroit 3 Los Angeles 2
Cleveland 5 Minnesota 1, night
New York 8 Washington 3. night
Kansas City at Baltimore, night,
postponed, threatening weather

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tram
W. I. P, t C B.
Los Angeles
100 57 .637
San Francisco - 98 59 .624 2
Cincinnati
96 63 .604 5
Pittsburgh
90 6'7 .673 10
Milwaukee
84 74 .532 161
St. Louis
80 77 .510 20
Philadelphia
79 78 .503 21
Houston
62 93 .400 37
Chicago
57 100 .363 43
New York
39 117 .250 601
Tuesday's Results
Cincinnati 2 Pittsburgh 1, night
,Milwaukee 7 New York 3, night
San Francisco 4 St. Louis 2, night
Houston 3 Los Angeles 2, 10 innings, night
Only games scheduled.
Today's Games
Phitadelpnia at Chicago
Today's Games
St. Louis at San Francisco
Washington at New York
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
Chicago at Boston
New York at Milwaukee, night
Los Angeles at Detroit
Houston at Los Angeles, night
Kansas City at Baltimore, 2, twiThursday's Games
nigh t
Philadelphia at Chicago
Only games, scheduled.
Houston at Los Angeles. night
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at San Francisco
No games scheduled.
Only games scheduled.

EARANCE SALE
TillE ONE YOU HAVE

BEEN WAITING FOR !!

ONLY 8 DAYS & 27 CARS TO GO
63s ARE COMING . . . 62s ARE GOING. . .
JOIN THE TRADE PARADE NOW !!

BUY FROM STOCK
NEW RAMBLER as low as - -

$1775oo

US

4 DOOR SEDAN WITH HEATER

$197500

NEW MERCURY COMETS as lowas
4 DOOR SEDAN WITH HEATER AND WHITE TIRES

NEW MERCURY METEORS as low as

$2495°

4 DOOR SEDAN, V-8, RADIO 7% HEATER, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, WHITE TIRES, LARGE WHEEL
COVERS

NEW GMC TRUCKS aslow.as

$19500°

V4 ENGINE WITH HEATER AND DEFROSTER, LONG BED

LOTS OF COLORS - LOTS OF MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
,

BUY OR TRADE

NOW and SAVE

EASY TERMS - FINANCING ON THE SPOT !!

Dramatic new styling plus increased power and performance highlight the changes
in the 1963 Mercury Monterey. The unique, reverse slope, rear window which goes up
and down, virtually eliminates visibility problems caused by ice, snow, rain or frost.,
The 390 Marauder V-8 engine now becomes standard, replacing a 223 six-cylinder engine and 292 V-8 whieh are no longer available on the Monterey. -A total of eleven
'models-including the four-door custom shown above-are offered in the Monterey,
.MontatezSystom and S-55 bucket seat series.

HATCHER AUTO SALES,
515 South 12th Street

YOUR RAMBLER - MERCURY - 6MC DEALER

INC.

Murray, Kentucky.
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Mrs. S. L. Horn
Hostess At Lunch
hire. S. L. Horn entertained
with a luacheon at her home on
Vine Street on Friday, September
31, at nuon.

Toastmistress Club
Hears Mrs. Larson
Speak At Meeting

The guests included members of
the Fidel* Sunday School Clam
of the First Baptist Churdi who
enjoyed the wonderful hospitality
of the hostess.

Social Calendar

NVEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 26, 1962

TIMES—MURRAY, KENTUCICT

Linda Joyce Wilson
And Lonnie Barrett
To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Wilson
announce the engagement and appoachrag marriage of their
(iaughter, Linda Joyce, to Lonnie
Wayne Barrett. son of Mr. end
Mrs. Woodrow Barrett of Murray
'Route One.
The wedding will take pace on
Saturday, October 8, at six-thirty
&else* in the evening at the
GoNhen Methodist Church. No formal invitations are being serst. All
friencie and relatives are invited
to attend

Mrs. David Henry
New President Of
Legion Auxiliary
The Amerioan Legion Auxiiiary
met Monday evening at seven
o'clock at the Leggin Hall with
the thairman, Mrs. David Henry,
presiding.
Mrs. A. G Childers, chaplain
gave the devotion. The meeting
opened with the group pledglrld
allegiance to the Reg. Routine
.busineas was discussed. A report
WVIS made on the use of the wheel
chairs and walker which the auxiliary furnishes; to the eiabliot

A delicious luncheon was servhostess. Mrs. Jeseie Roane will ed to the twenty-seven
Witaitellawf. beperemer 2fath
/*dila
The Cold w a ter Homemakers have the program.
The Murray Toastraistrests Club
attending.
• ••
met—Friday, September 21, at Club will meet at the home of
Friday, September 28tit
seven-thirty •"clock in the eve- Mrs. Van Burnett at 1 p.m.
• ••
The Intermediate Girls Auxil••
ning in-the &rectors room of the
iary of the West- Fork Baptist
Bank of Murray.
The College Preebyterian Chur- Church will meet at the home of
r4L
.
,
ch will have its family night Mrs. Kenneth Palmer at 7 pm.
Mrs. Evelyn Palmer gave the
The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
supper at the church at 8:30 p.m.
•••
t*
YN
'N
devotion mid Mrs Rozella Out• ••
Saturday, Sepesenbee This
land led in the pledge of allegwhether
to
I
as
ask
write
I
•
The Garden Department of the
nitre lo the flag.
Thursday, September 27th
may have yota permission to enlist I fled
Murray
Wonstnal
Climb
will
havi
The Foundational Sunday Schthe school's fast breaking up. Most of the boys are gone.
,The toaetinistra,
, 1,%
a rummage sole in the buikling
Mrs. Laool Class Of the Fast Bapust
I can't study any more, Wont you let me go," 16-year-old
verne Ryan who intduced Mrs. cthireti will meet et the home of nest door to the Peoples Bank
Harry M. Kieffer wrote his father In September a century
Eleanor Larson Wtk) spoke on
from 7 a in to 12 noon. MemKeller,C.ofluge
ago. The father assented, and Harry became one of the
lift
'
Dna
Peral ben are asked
"The Values of :Membership in
to bring their
drummer boys in a Union regiment
Road at 7:30 pm.
items oh Friday.
the Toastmistress CI ub.
•••
The regiment was stationed for a time at the Soldier,'
• ••
•
Home near Washington. to which the president sent his
Receiving he guest gift was
Monday, October 1st
The Dental Haslet Sernimir
family for escape from the blazing summer heat in the
Mrs. Rozeila Outland who had as
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
be heid at the Callow-ay County
capital. Young Harry wrote, "Many a mark of favor and
her guests, Mn' F:e•ta Butterwor- High
St:hoot from 3:15 to 5 p.m. the Fula. Bapuse Chiavh WMS
kindness did we receive from the president's family. Delith and Sirs-Luella. Thurman. Mrs. and
will
meet
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
7:30 to 9 p.m. Ewrybody is
cacies, such as we were strangers to then, and would be
Lar.su. n received Lee door prize.
Macbelie
Talent,
201
N.
131h, at
urged to ittend.
for a long time to come, found their way from Mrs. Lin.•
7:15 p.m.
coln's hand to our camp on the green hillside; while little
The regular meeting date will
Tuesday, Octeiber 2nd
Tad, the president's son, was a great favorite with the
• be the fourth Thursday es-easing
The Jessie Houston Service Chili
ft] Chi! War nillitary drum, boys."
.The Jessie Ludwick Circler. of
of each month.'Members are urged will meet at the home of Mrs. B. VIP-, Cringe ..Presbyteriert Church
The president took note of the extreme pout/0361M a?
(I] Drummer boys and Mier leadWall
Melugin
at 7:30 p.m.
ing a t'nlen regtoseat moving eft some of the drummer boys and buglers; be indicated lie
will meet with %dn.. Henry Mcto pay their dues tuts month to
•• •
to the war front.
thought the Army should mend some of them horns. There
Kenzie at her lake cuperth at noon
the treasurer, Mrs: Dorothy Jenwere buglers too
for a luncheon. Miss Beatrice
a:hap.
The Magazine Chit will meet rt
small to climb inFrye will be e the Bible tailed).
the borne of --`31gs. John Quer, to saddles unaided
Refieshments Were served by terrnous Jr. at 2:30 p m with and Mrs. E. R. Hagen tie prewho rode into
grain.
Vie heerc.srs. Mrs. Outland.
Mrs John Quertermrsiz Sr. as
C. • •
battle. Orion P.
H o w e, drummer
AIM
Group 1 of the First Christian
of the 55th MIChurch CWF will meet at the
nols, won the Conhome of Mrs. Don Shelton at 2:30
gressional Medal
P.m witt; Mrs. Cullen Phillape
of Honor at 14.
givintine
IMO W. Italie SID
program
and Mrs. Cleo
T•isphsas PL 3-Riel
Joanny Clem of
GS*
Hester
the clevotaen
'
,YOUR NO11111.0W1111111 L•AN 00.Pg
Ohio was a heroic

**VIM

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOE
No.219 .13~

•

I

MURRAY LOAN CO.

• • •

Mrs. E. C. Parker
Speaks At Meet Of
Home Department

A Friendly

The Horne Department of the
Murray Woman's Club opened the
new club year with a potluck
luncheon at the club house on

\

•

AWN.

'rt...

Prayer Retreat And
Supper Held By The
Flint Baptist WMS
The Woman's Missionary Society of the ?brit Baptist Churcfn
met at the Triangle Restaurant on
Thursday evening, September 20,
for a supper and prayer retneet
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopiune was in
charge of the program ind gave
the devotion from Psalms 98:9 and
Rein 241. Each one present had
a part in the discussion concerning the 75th sumiversary of the
WM1.1.
These present were Mesdames
Jbe }lob Beale, Howard Bury, Bill
Miller, John knee, James Miller,
Martin Bailey Jr., Robert Herring.
Macon Rickman, Paul Heplans,
Joe Dee Hopkins, and Bill GrogBelt- ,

4

JERRY'S
Restaurant
* STEAK
* CHICKEN
* SEAFOODS
* SPAGHETTI
•
SPECIAL MENU
FOR THE KIDDIES

•

•

Dining Room or
Curb
CARRY-OUT SERVICE
PHONE

753-3226
South 12th Si. - Murnry, Ky.

September Special
ALUMINUM STORM DOOR
$28.00
Complete with Screen, Lock, Closer and Safety Chain
Cash and Carry

%

*

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and
children. Pandy. Susan, and Mark.
neve returned to their borne in
Roswell, New Mexico, after • vigil
w4th tiew parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Verbie Thylor and Mr. and Mrs.
Jinunie Taylor.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moore and
daughter. Colleen, have returned
is rine after a week's visit entli
relatives in Dearborn. Mich.

Starks Hardware
"FREE CITY DELIVERY"

SENSATIONAL: WOOE SAVINGS!!

END OF THE MONTH

WOOL SALE
THOUSANDS OF YARDS . . . FAMOUS BRAND WOOLENS
AT 40% TO 60f-i- OFF!!
Unbelieveable Wool Savings during this great 3-day sale! Imagine, buying
brand new, Fall 1962, Famous Brand Woolens at a mere fraction of original cost.

6

CHOOSE FROM THESE FINE WOOLENS:
• "BOTANY" FLANNELS
• "CHATHAM" PLAID SKIRTINGS
• "STEVENS" SUITINGS
• "PACIFIC" WOOLENS
• "IMPORTED" TWEEDS
• "FUR-BLEND" FLANNELS
• 100c-o WOOLS
• SILK AND WOOLS
• NYLON AND WOOLS
• AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

Welcome College Students!
ar
Protected by the only Inca.
flex balance wheel guaranteed for lee against ohmic.
A waterproof*. jeweled levee
merely writc.h for men who
want good Wont and do
pendebillty.
deed
-4,,re wets relay
shoos wort to vita
beret •••Chil.ii••

Llurry for this Wool Sale of the Sesimmull
Now, rt the ir6ry beginning of the Ian med
Mfisdkir Sasaad, tairinoteQ

rand n ss,

1
/
1 Gna even more

1st Quality, Name Brand

IVoilenA'I

•
If•Nitz beletst•
•S rot% sherCi
**Hi 1.1

eseemeri osr
egiA.si de.ses.

Nltmber of the
FEDERAL DLPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

•

.driterpoPq-,
C. pmseut ,iiimiented •

v er.31- OMPr-Stg-aeliereser•lilari Ten
Cotetziandments- along with nye
theme :or ute day on opu-itual
Guleance." She was
eoduced
by the Innetem chairmen, Mrs.
G. C. Asheraft.
The etairmeir. of the department. Mrs. 0. C. Wells, presided
and weleonied the member, and
one gone Mrs. Acker Lesrater of
Housaree Tema
Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant anti Mrs.
Tommy Lavender wRI be the leaders m Use attendance contest (or
the year.
Lovely srrengere'nt of fushla
dahlias were used as decorations
on the luncheon table.
The hostellers were Mesdames
R. H. Robbins, 14. B. ellaik-y Sr,
Guy Billington, Ray Norkinghisn,
Charlie Crawford. T. C. Dorm,
and H. T. Waldrop.

,,•
(51 y and County

-4,

-Au..

•••

•

One"

0.ci

Force In The

••^

drununer boy at
11, and records
tildleatle at leitiit
Mt Owe 10 years old gist into the
Army as randdans. — CLAAK
KLYNAIRD

Mrs. George William, pain district president, hataLled the new
officers Who are as loiknvir
Mrs. Henry, president; Mrs. Ethel Key, vice-president; Mrs. Peter Kuhn, secretary; Mrs. Elryan
Tolley, treasurer; Mrs. A. G. Childers, chaplain; Mrs. Mildred Barnett, historian; Mrs. Macon Erwin,
sergeent-at-arms.
Ithmedietely following the installation Mrs. Henry appointed
various committee& Chairman of
eatit are Mrs. Ethel Key, program; Mr's. John L. Wiltierna, rehabilitation end child welfare;
Itlarcion Ilrwin, poppy, Ms.
Meer Overbey, telephone; Mrs
Wayne Flora, Americanism; Mrs
Claude Anderson, publicity; Mrs.
Lester Nanny, membership.

,
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rigt.t. Ha, V A. loan $9700▪ .00 with
payments of $71.00 per month.
Pull price $14,000.00.

"BUY SELL TRADE RENT HIR

FOR SALE OR TRADE

PAGE FIVE
WANTER,

I

I MIGHT HAVE SOLD YOUR CASE TRACTOR MODEL VAC
WANTED: POSITION FOR genproperty today if I had known 50, will trade for good pick-up
s..16c eral office work, have had diversiyesterday that you would rail. truck. Call PL 3-1356,
fied experience in all except dicSee me for your real estate needs.
tation. Reference furnished. Mrs.
Business Opportunitiss
CLAUDE L. MILLER Real Estate
Arma Wilkes, PL 3-1790 after 2
end Insurance. Phones PL 3-5064,
p.m.
s26p
PL 3-3059.
SPAkd
TIME
s28c
SEPTIC TANK AND GREASE trap
SERVICING ROUTE
WILL KEEP CHILD IN MY home.
HOUSE TRAILER, NEW M0061,
NOTICE
cleaning. Dial 527-7221.
WITH
oct8c
PL 3-4464.
FOR RENT
s26p
45x8, excellent quality, condition.
FOR SALE
WANTED
NATIONALLY KNOWN CANDY
1
A real home! Call 2014 Paris 401
FOR EASY, quick carpet cleanCARD OF THANKS
We will select a responsible
MURRAY NOW has its own lk- ing rent .Blue Lustre Electric FURNTSREI)
62,8e
APARTMENT for NEW HOUSE BRICK VEER, Dale.
To all who were 90 nice to us in
NABONALLY . ADVERTISED con- person in their local area servicensed Roofing Co. R. A. JEFFREY Shampooer only $1 per day. two
college boys. Call Plaza 3- 407 S. 9th St., 3 bedrooms, nice
cern can use two (2) men. Good ing NEW CANDY MACHINES. my recent illness, Dr. Lowery, Dr.
, I PAINTLNG & ROOFLNG, work Crass Furniture Co.
S-27-C 3914. Located on 400 North 8th. oak paneling in family room and DEKA/oil HENS FOR SALE. 65c income
from start. Opportunity No experience necessary, will have Dover, nurses, ministers, family,
per head. Downs Poultry Penn.
guaranteed PL 13843.
5-27-P
kitchen,
tile
bath,
plenty oil clos7FC
for advancent. Applications are opportunity of earning BIG MON- and friends. For the beautiful
Call PL 3-6147.
s28c
ets,
utility.
Lot 85x252 It. on
SEE NEW SHIPMENT OF Lathes
strictly confidential. For a per- EY devoting only spare time to flowers, gifts, cards, food and
LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER fall fashion shoes in famous name SMALL FURNISHED APART- concrete street, 3 blocks front JUST ARRIVED NEW Shipment sonal interview write, Eulice start. About 6 hours per week prayers. We say from the bottom
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new brands at your Outlet Shoe Store rnent, newly decorated, suitable schaol. Call days PL 3-5712 after of trailers Mostly 2 beck•cean, for Moubray, 208 South 16th St., required to service route and of our heart "Thanks" to you, and
and used mobile homes, all sizes, on 140 S. 13th St., next to Kelley for man or couple. Furnace heat. 5 p.m. PL 3.492 or PE 3-3713.
example, clean 2 bedroom Super- Murray. Ky.
526c manage business. You must be in your hour of sickness, may you
tfc ior only $1695. Matthews Sales,
ee us beton, you trade.
able to make small investment be so richly blessed.
1126e
oct6c Pruduce.
528c 503 Poplar, Murray.
of $594.00 cash to handle. For
Jlighwray
45,
Mr. & Mrs. Ryan Graham
Mayfield.
SMALL
ott
UPRIGHT
PIANO,
IN
3-1100M HOUSE, North of Counpersonal interview write giving
tp
good
condition.
Want
to
move ROUND OAK
try Club. Call PL 34427. 5-27-P
particulars
and
DINING TABLE.
phone to: District
piano immediatIily. See or call
YOUR MURRA Y-C.ALLOW A Y COUNTY
Set of Mild Craft and window
Manager, Dept. H. 14018 Clifton SUPPORT YOUR UNITED FUND
after 4 p.m. Bill Nall, PL 3-2782.
Blvd. Lakewood 7, Ohio, S-274'
tan. Call PL 3-2057.
sne
1 3-ROOM HOUSE, front, back
GIVE THE UNITED WAY
626c
and side entrance, 3 blocks from
'HOUSE AND 31
/
4
ACRES
OF
court house. Available now, 108 FARM - 118 ACRES, TWO NEW
lend. Running water, one half mile
E. Poplar.
5-27-C modern homes, 2.18 tobacco base. south of
Lynn Grove. Phone 435On new biacktop road, nine miles 4703.
s28p
FOUR ROOMS AND BATH, UN- from M urra y PL 3-4581.
s29e
The Ledger & Times has an
furnished apartment. 1 block from
CHOICE 2 BED ROOM, 319 opening for an unusually good
LIVESTOCK
REGISTERED
college administration building.
4
carrier route. Only small
Herefords: four cows, calves by Woodlawn.
1606 Farmer, PL 3-2210.
s29c side. Nine bred
cows. Seven young 4 rim ROOM NEAR C,OLLEGL amount of time requited. No
jiike necessary.
bulls. Jersey milk now. PL 3-4581. at 102 So. 15th.
Apply at Ledger & Times
5-ROOM APARTMENT UNFUR529c BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME
ADDING MACHINES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
nished at 304 South 13th. Cali
and 65 acres of Jared near Hazel. office now.
Ledger & Times
sod TYPEWRITERS
PL 3-1914 PE 3-3593
before 9 am. or see 14 FT. RUNABOUT BOAT and Has nice modern brick home and
Sales & Service
304 South 5th.
ALSO
628c motor, 36 111. P. Evenrude motor, plenty of outbuildings.
Irdier a Times
PL 3-1919
electric start, Magnolia Trailer. CHOICE
BUSINESS L 0 T 200
Complete $350.00. Call PL 3-5980, Poplar St.
The daily
PRINTING
per needs anDRUG STORES
804 N. 18th St. Ext.
LOST - MN&
Ledger & Times
S-27-C PROFITABLE FEED AND Mill- other delivery boy in the five
PL 3-1919
emelt Drugs
Pt 3-2347
points area and a boy for deLATE
TAPPAN 36" elec- ing business in nearby town.
livery on the southwest side of
2
BED
ROOM
EXTRA
NICE
TYPEWR
tric
resi'TER
range, chrome even, excelRENTAL LOST: NEW GLASSES, DARK
INSURANCE
the city.
tfc
?ramie, Melugin & Holton
rim, bi-focal in leather case, re- -lent condition. Reason for sell- dence near College at 1600 Ryan,
AND iERYICE
AT
' Key vehicles in Ford's 1963 fleet of light trucks are the new
214
IRVA_N
IS A GOOD inGets. Insurance
PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times
PL 8-19111 ward. Oman Jackson, Dexter Rt. ing moving to house with builtFord F-100 one-half ton pickup (top) and the Econoline Ian
1.
' s28p ins. Macon Blankenship, Pl. 3- cone property. 2 bed rooms down
(bottom). A feature of the two popular units is a new full', 4395.
5-27-C and Liege bed room up. Has good
synchronized three-speed transmission, designed to provide
DINING ROOM and curb waitressincome property attached.
long transmission life and permit the driver to shift :nu, low
ANTIQUE 4POS1Eli bed, dates 10 ACRES AND NEW 3 BET) es needed. Experienced, apply in
without gear clash. The F-100 is available in three body styles:
back to shout 1840, one 7-piece room brick restdence. House ideal, person at Jerry's Restaurant.
Styleside, with integral cab-and-box construction; Styleside,
••••
dinning room suite, 6 choirs a land
with separate cab-and-box construction; and optional Flarcsidc
loctioon and price is
S-27-C
has with wooden floor.
.e
table and a gullet, 1 lot oil mes1q-r!1
s'-LJL I VP
celleneous kitchen ware, 2 rollaway bed with matteress, 1- chit•
PEANUTS
ramiallgTEILEV EGAN
forobe 6 drawers, 1 -stenographer
PURE SATISFACTICN
desk. Other items. Call PL 3.
•11.• emu,.
1369.
S-27-C
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TOP NOTCH
ROUTE OPENING

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

Moog,

•

Nurray, Ky.

. $26.00
ty Chain
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("• • l•TER 1
19uPtrns of doubt Ile Knew ab very good cop the cop in about
HEN v it '.aialli rPSIgneti suiiitely nothing about that kieu ti -e dun iced ve.0 nod die tiair
t thing, and wasn t interest...I tor ttie Job and that meant, to
ma captaincy on the Con
start sa itt, cm:rattly tol people.
tem. California. police force. The grass needed cutting now
What toes it took like. be
flea figureo the sensible thing
All the flowers seemed to o
to ao was corne down to the roses-one of the tew flowers asked casually
sne s a beauty a land
big town and win the force he could Identify All over Inc ,
there It was the lob ne knew. yard were scattered small creds I to icing tight otoom -neat and
He d nave to start at the bot- in various shapes with ruse close you know -and $o aletut
tom again. which wasn't so trees in orderly row.. ot lowei cleat lignt red almost ernat
good at thIrty-three: out city bushes.
tile% -call a Chinese red A titUe
•
forces pate nigher. and Leinea
Al that point he became a like Floradora only even pest(against ma private liking I ware that ne was being re
lt I [tom% She amen t ' said
Anderson She ought to nave,
dein t mind working awhile un- warded over the walt 0%
tll they got some savings ahead paunchy bald man oi tiny -id • by No‘embet In this climate.
Ought to be producing now •
He knew a couple ot men in soul a ow, face
the Lou Angaa Pune* DePall- mei) * glasses The man smile..
said Varallo.
"Is that so
mere. ano no anew that that and nodded al mm 'You'll DC Ana presenti% said it naa been
force
perennially
crack
is
un out new neighbor ne stateu nice to meet film aria nopera
demi/Innen Bill it was ore inr and came up to the wall to of. urev d find each other good
tint
promoter° would te, a some what grimy nano neighbors and gone in
cards
come more clu OW, on a =all" i "Name of Anderson - Marvin
rtw day after that ne saw
force, that nis rath^i urimmai Anderson
Anderson in ma vare in .ate
Status as a cop of twelve years
-Varallo," said Varallo. dc• afternoon. anti asked him what
aSperience. new again a rookie elating to spaie Mr
Anderson to do to rose trees to make
Would ne understood ash. ap , the Lociuviro. "Vie Varalio
them bloom Anderson talked
!rimed
preelated. In the enn ne
Verret/or' said
Anderson tot a long while and it wasn't
the Gi• nosh- force Glendale
involuntarily. glancing at Vat until Laura caller' rum for the
one ot t he target towns-wittun
altos thick crest at tawny golo second time to dinner that Vathe-tog•Town • nundree ,inn ned., fair akin anti elm eyes
ratio realized It was dark
twenty three thoureino
Varallu explained about Mean
rhe dav after that ne bought
It felt strange. io he back r, it titans Anderson woo "Oh I some rose rood at a nursery.
uniform again and nding a pa raw tuusly "You a nrciener ?"
-rye plat realized,- said
trot ear There were J few new
"I was mai thinking it all Laura that night. sounding worthings to learn -once he'd taro looKII like • lot of work I nen. 'All this yard to xeep up.
ridden • car and 5 lot ot lit - dont know one thing about It
We can t_ not properly Neither
ferent tithes to oelng • city
Now that a a danin shame 10e us Knowing anything."
cop: Out people w ere People said Anderson glumly in rect.! -Oh well, mowing the lawn
anywhere he made come friends he looked ready to cry - All I will oe good exercise for me,"
on the force-notably Sergeant Freda news
He iouked over Iowa Varallo vaguely
Charles O'Connor - and most the wail andly 'That Duchies*
'Yob haven't the time-"
important of an, of course. ne de Penaranda, way ne'd nursed
And as time went on be behad Laura.
her aiung - and President gan to agree with that.
On the other hand, they made Hoover too It's • damn shame
He started out met willing
few mistakes. trying to plan •
• Fred Wootriey, cit ey.vnel the Duquesa de Pefiaranda to
ahead. They derided it wasn't this place. Had nis tast attack produce a rose. Just one, For
sensible to go on raying rent six months track. anq His poor dead Fred Woolsey, who
when they could be acquiring Woolsey Oct riled
a..d go had labored over her. He ted
equity in a braille: and. soul live with net. married deoorhtet the duchess the beat brand of
Laura. it would be silly to start Built this place. I.N.ce .11(1, nd rose food, arid carefully gave
to buy a house they d morrow planted everything here himself. her what Anderson said was the
In a few years. Because whew A rose man, he was, like me right amount of water She conthey could afford It they in Matter of tact, it was Fred got tinued to stand there greenly,
tended to have a family of two me Interested. Used to, take putting out leaves and notrilng
at least.
prizes With his hybrid tea a, he else. Varallo got mad at her.
.did. Two years running, with Damn it, she'd be made to proThe upshot was that they
bolight -or started to buy - the Charlotte Armstrong and Hec- duce!
house on Hillerat Road tor Deane
•
, Every day, the week after
It was Vomiter's 16Th to say that, he'd come borne off duty,
Neither of them had ever owned
a Metiee before, and it turned Ott, "1 couldn't let ern go," said kiss Laura and at once go out
out that they'd been P little Andernon apotogetiraily "Mrs to look at the duchess. She
naive about this one The pay Woolsey arranged for a garden didn't produce_ Anderson said
ments were a pretty oig bite er, lo keep the place in shape ante serrate be pmducihralleir.
Out of their joint income.
until It was sold out-wellHe also said, worriedly. that
It was a fine nousa about- macs need more attention than that Neige Parften wasn't dotwenty years old (-Because all once • a week. I been coming ing so well Only one bud. He
these new ranch houses nave -over, miiiening col n'-re and panted It out. There were holes
such small rooms," Laura heel there, like that. Fled was sure in the green leaves around IL
sold. "I like awe old-tashionet looking forward to seeing that "That damned aphis," said
bedrooms with Walk-in closets", Duquesa. He just put her in Anderson. "You ought to Spray.
and well-built. It even fled- last January and she hasn't pro- And even that--Your best bet is
attached to the double garage duced yet. Someitiln; to see Aeroseet."
. -a roomodind bath mennt for when she does" tie pointed
Varallo got some Aerosect.
"That's her there." It was Nat
maid's quarters.
On his next day off, he went
Thls section of town was onc atiotiot 1 ,e tree to Varallo: it to the library, got a card and
of the best residential areas hadn't a bloom on IL "Shame brought home five books about
the taxes were high. That, they he never got to see it"
rose growing
Varallo agreed
found out.
"Darlene!" said Laura.
never knew
They moved Into the house they nail names Names like "Go on and laugh." said Varallo. "I'll get that Spanish
on the first Saturday In Deeem- that What's that one?"
"Doubloons that is Pretty duchess, to bloom tor me or
ber, • tittle over two Months
atter they d been married and a color that deep yellow. Fred know the reason why!"
Laura rocked with laughter.
month after Varallo had tome.: Wised amind the Duquesa to
beet all, it does seem a damn "What teredd the boys down at
this force.
headquarters say?"
Late that Surid.ty morning, a shame.
.•.
warm blue-and-gold morning,
Varalio agreed it was • "I couldn't care less," said
%/amen strolled idly out into the shame he'd never got to see it Varallo as he opened The Roseback yard It seas deep, and for bloom. He really felt it was a Grower's Guide.
the first time Varallo really shame. But Vie Varallo was 8 (To Be Continued Tomorrow)
noticed how many flower beds
This story is Action. Any Weillartties Its acmes, characters or
it contained, and all the lawn
to be kept mowed, and felt Its.'idents to actual persona or events are unintentional.
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1963 CHEVROLET L2-ton pick up,
55,000 actual miles. Emaculate,
one owner. Priced right. See at
119 Orchard Heights.
S417+
PUCK:SAME Rertrigerator, double
door, with a 75" deep Freeze in
the top and refrigerator in bottom, can be seen at Tabors Body
Shop. PL 3-3134.
S-Z7-C

DO WOO
KINDEREAVT
SALLY?

2-BEDROOM HOUSE with kitchen
living room, bath, utility Nothing
down, $4833 per manth for V. A.
Loan. PL 34049,
S-27-C
PONTLAC, 8 CYL.. 4 DR.
wedeln. See at 1708 Farmer Ave. or
cell PL 3-5354.
420p
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. TRte1 NOT TO -IA 5ORT
OF H0LD046

FOR 1145-1ANCE L4E5TERDALI THE
TEV.H6la WANTED Ai.i.GF Ufi
60:111TNE.CkALI(SCIARD AND
Mit BUT I GOT OUT OF IT..

I TOLD HER IT WAS HARD
CORIAEOECAL15E OF AWOUR5I-Ttf

kre

KIMMIllimEastaillialleamagas

NANCY

OH, QUIT
SQUAWKING

LOOK WHAT'S ON
WASHINGTON'S
NOSE

-.E.41A1
49'11.5AIA4•LI

LIL' ABNER

by AI C..,

I

'.'0'. KIN STA'/' WIF US,EF
LA IL A.D.NER WANTS YO'TO,
NIA'M -UNTIL'40'G Il.5
E-ECTED PRESI(DENT'-...,•••••

DID''EVER SEE A PITCHE':
0 GNOME WASH I he TON
HELPIN' 1.11 TH'
IMIRAHAM LINCOLN?JAMES K.POLK?

D/DNI'T.BE ANSR;
W.71-I HER,DEAPI.Y.',
vi,-4A1 CAN 'IOU
EXPECT FROM
SUCH AN
IGNORANT LITTLE
CREATURE?

24
Cary-.

r?
ABBIE

AN

SLATS

HAKLIE DO 8.!S UN"4A;• OF NORMAN'S
EP- ROOTED "EALOUSY OF

CHAFt.L1E NEITHER DO I LIKE
TO SHOW"- - -

by Itimboin Vs• bora/
WHAT OTHER KIN
'P
LET'S WAiT
OF GAME IS THERE'? s
AHNADLLE
SEX, 2

'*--ANIMALS. BUT
PERHAPS TODAY I'LL
FIND ANOTHER KIND
OF GAME:

I DON'T TAKE TO
HUNTING, NORMAN-MOSTLY
BECAUSE I DON'T LIKE
SHOOTING THINGS
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Young Underdog Murray State
To Meet EasternAllaturday-

ses for 49 yards, and defensive
guards John Rappe and John
Wheeler received special praise
9
for their ',hay aga'nst Western;
The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
Also lauded were End Gary Foltz,
Halfback -Jerry Shelton, Tackle
News of the overwhelming victory at
While Gen. Robert E. Lee's
Bucky Wiles, Center Johnny Hina,
alarm beRichmond neturally multiplied
/ Army of Northern Virginia
ing felt in the river towns, and home guards
A you n g .underci.sg Murray ed hip veh'ch has kept him from Fullback Tommy Glover, and
was be Maryland, threatening Pennsylvania
Quarterback Tony Fioravanti.
were formed hurriedly. Cu'. tngton's defenses,
State College football team, its contact work.
border towns, persons in southern Ohio also
Against Eastern, the Racers will
strengthened by the "Squirrel Hunters",
!elan:rag game weakened by inwere in a state of alarm.
The halfback situatfon has bewere too formidable for hint and Kirby
Bra.xton Bragg, who had replaced P.T.s1.
juries to its half-backs, faces its come so critical that Shelton has be out to even the wore for a
Smith led his forces southward again.
Beauregard in command of the Army of Tenstiffest challenge (.1 the young moved two freshmen quarterbacks 14-3 defeat last year at the hands
They were called "Squirrel Hunters" benessee, was carrying on an invasion of westseason Friday night at Richmond, to halfback. Freddy White, the of the Maroons. Murray ranked
cause the principal response for volunteers
ern Kentucky, in unison with operations led
KY. when Don Sheltores :squad conference's leading punter (97.1 as a threat for the loop title until
to help repel the invaders v...ss from rural
by Kirby Smith in eastern and central Kentackles
powerful Eastern in a key yards per kick in 14 tries), has outsider Eastern derailed it. The
districts, where the "Squirrel Kale" was the
tucky. Smith swept back small Federal de' Ohio Valley Conf.-rent* game.
been impressive at the new post, pre-game situatien this time finds
KISN'AIRD
-('LARK
common
arm.
culminating
in
ta.clunents in engagements
Racer Back Ceich Bailey Gore, and the 6-1, 170-pounder from Eastern a title contender, -Murray
Indiana,
and
Ghlo
of
Squirrel
Hunters
-The
to
put
the battle at Richmend, Ky. Having
who scouted Fe,astern's 22-7 vic- Oak Ridge, Tenn., is expected to a longshit derkhorse.
hissing poured into Cincinnati to defend it
rout over 7,500 newly recruited and untried
The Racers. 1-1 for the season
tory
over Tampa last Saturday, run the ball against Eastern. The
ponon
Ohio
the
crossing
from
ills
asion,
are
Covcapture
troop:. there, Smith moved to
and 0-1 in conference play, trail
"ailed
the
Maroon
squad
enemy,
"the
other
freshman,
the
best
Irvin
meet
toons,
Sept.
10,
1881,
to
Whitehead,
Cincinington. Ky., frOm which to threaten
Eastern teem I've seen since I've who kicked the winning extra in the series between the two
only five miles distant," was artist's caption
nati and harry vital Union commerce on the
been here."
point against Western, also may schuols. 8-11. There have been
sketch.
'earth:tie
for
this
Li]
Ohio.
see
action at one of the halfback two ties.
"Eastern is strong in every deMurray will leave for Richmond
partment," Gore said. "They have skits.
early Thursday morning. Game
goad size, good depth, and they're
Despite injuries and the tacit time is 8 o'clock D.S.T. Friday
versatile. It will take a supreme
that Eastern is a solid favorite, night.
effort by all our boys if we're to
Shelton said he feels Murray hos
beat them,"
"a good chance to win if we can
WASHFNGTON IUPD - A strike
Murray, which eked out a 7-8 keep our errors to a minirnum set for today at Lockheed Airvictory over Western Illinois last and get a top-notch effort from craft Corp. was averted Friday
Saturday at Cacomb, Ill., has been the entire squad."
when the company and the Inhandicapped in this week's practernational Association of MaThe Racers showed good spunk chinists agreed to
tice sessions becaUre of injuries
extend temagainst
Western
but
suffered by its halfbacks
Shelton voic- porarily the existing contract
ed displeasure at the offensive
Vic Kubu, a sophomore speed- game, which was, as he
called
ster who ranks turd in confer- it, "inconsistent except for
ow.
ence rushing, hurt a leg against .lone touchdown drive. We
had
Western Illinois and has been poor pass protection which
stopunable to take pert in heavy ped numerous drives, a rid
we
drills,
needed strong punting by White
7Sxnrny Chesney, who bangedi and standout defensive play in
up a knee in 'Murray's 6-3 loss to critical situations to save tit e
cars and left the edge of the defiance of the executive and East Tennessee in the season op- game for us," the Racer head
campus while a ripling, of hand- judicial branches of the federal : ener, re-injured the knee against och added.
clapping came from the plain- government despite an implied i Western and was unable to work-si
Kubu. who gained 57 yards in
arning by the administration Out early this week
clotheemen and state troopers.
Dennis Jack- 12 carries and sparked the Racer
that
it
would
troops,
send
if
necMeredith's
car
drove
away.
son, who scored Murray's tout:b.-0 touchdown drive End Bobby
(Continued from Page 11
Barnett stood firm in hif open- essar).
down last Saturday, has a brute- Chapman. who caught three
courts Doar. then attempted to
passerve on Johnson a contempt citation directed againr Barnett.
Johnson refused it
Test of Will,
The meeting started out amice
bly with Johnson and M.harte
but quickly turned into a test of
wills.
McShane repeatedly tried to
shove through the line of unarmed state troopers but made
no headwa). Meredith appeared
calm and stayed behind McShane
as. he •walked from one point tc
another in the line trying to find
a hole.
McShane said t-Governor. are
these men the state troopers act
ing under your Eithority7-The) are here beianse of thr
possibility of danger to lives.'
said John5on.•1'flender man with
_sharp _facial lines.
Finally, Dear said -We want ti
call apon you for the last time to
let this man in "
Achim Appiaamiesi
After about five gametes at
pushng and shoving, the marshals and Ifered4 ,got in their
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PAL FINDS LOST BOY IN WOODS-Lessie tries to kiss
eer of her master, Davy Hall, 2, at their home in Brunswick,
, 0., after folding the lost boy in a woods. ,Lassie isn't a
pure-bred anything, but is smart and loyal.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
OF BIG VALUE
DRIVE
IN
HERE

Troops ...

Coming Friday-the'63 Forak•-'
America's liveliest, most care-free-cars!

May Sue The _
Contractor
On Highway

FOR THE BEST
TIRE DEALS
IN TOWN

FIRESTONE

Ed Fenton

FENTON FIRETSONE
205 South 5th Street

Dial 753-4669

OPEN EVERY NITE 'TIL 5 MONDAY thru FRIDAY
—SATURDAY 'TIL 6 to Better Serve our Customers!

'firestone

FRONT WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
Returned to original
manufacturers
specifications

BOTH
FOR
ONLY

By JOSFPN D. NUTNYAN
United Press International
W.kSHIN,iTioN
- The State
Department said today that it
still has, not decided wheth.r to
.11e the contractor and engineer
who built the Cambodian.American itilendship Highway
A department spokesman said
tests currently being conducted in
Cambodia by a tern frorn the
Bureau Of Public Roads may soon
determine the .government's course of action.
Portions of the I32-mile ,highway began to fall apart after its
completion in 196B This ,deselop
merit, plus the spiraling (said of
the road, has aroused congressional criticism of the..prorct.
The State Department spokesman said the Justice Department
was called into the case Last year,
and that information has been
channeled to the department as it
became available
-However.- he added. '
- we have
not turned over a formal. wrapped-up case"
. Sets Guide Lines
He said the Burr au of Public
Roads_Sests tyrreertly under way
were following -the legal guide
lines laid dohn by
Justice
Department
The Spokesman said the burrs':
had diade a previous report based
on some core samplings. but decided that it needed 10 times the
volume to make -the studies more
conclusive.
-He said the bureau's second
report from the additional samplings was expected to be completed atiout mid'-October. "The
US. government at the moment
doesn't know whether it
have
•claim against one or more con
t actors " he said,
.The spo'ie9rnan said the tests
,
tri to determine whether
-- tie highway's specifications were
(Implied with, and whether the
sPecificstions w ere appropriate I e
• f sr the Conditions.
,
i;
canstrucnon was handlell
A I. Dougherty Oseria•as Inc..
of New YJrk. and Hammond, Ind.,
and the engineering by Michael
Baker Jr , Inc ..auf Rochester, Pa

on sh four wheelsfluid included
if needed

The longest, liveliest, most beautiful
line-up of new cars ever presented
under one dealer's banner! 4 classes...
44 models...all* with amazing new service-saving features that reduce service
stops to twice a year or e..
6,000
miles...save you time, troub.
Jney.

'63 super torque Ford Gelexle (frueround Calarie
500 Xi 2 1,,o, Hardtop) The look, the power-and now
the feel of the fabulous Thunderbird! The glamorous
'63 Ford Galaxse has a ride so new, so effortless, so
Thunderbird-smooth,you must try it to believe it!Super
torque thrust ranging up to 405 hp (optional). Exciting
new elegance -including an optional Swing-Away
steering wheel that moves over to let you tn. Ili the
liveliest of the Lively Ones for '631

'63 Ford Pakten* Hardtop (t.iroold hese,.
an ease, Coupe) Hot new middleweight ... with V-8
punch! Presenting a full line of nine stunning Ford
Fairlanes! New styling' New power! Wide 'n handsome
choice! Three new middleweight wagons Two dashing
new hardtops. Four !aunty sedans. All give you bizCar room, ride, performance ... nimble new size ...
saving price. Optional bucket seats ... new 260 V-8.,.
221 V-11 (or standard Six). fairlane- new idea in can'

-rgi ,

re*

Replacement parts
needed and tors'on
bar adjustment
not included

if

3 DAYS ONLY
MON., TUES., WED,

America's liveliest,
most care-free cars

FORD
FALCON . rAIRLANI

GALAXSt .

rissiocraiso

PRODOC7 OF

41211
'83 FALCON (novo ,tporri rem...lime) Fun is what's
new in Fa con-America's all-time economy thamp.
The fun begins with the first Falcon Convertible and
runs through 1501 the liveliest, lowest-costing cars and
wagons in the land,,Andthit year,fakon goes even

1.1010ff COMPA'd

\f
4urther to save you money and bother All IA Falcons*
aye the exclusive twice-a-year service-saving features e-ack big fords Options. include bucket seats. 4-speed
floor shift, sizzling 170 Special Six (Special Six standard
in Convertible ... along with power-operated fop).

• Door-to-door full contour
custom fit ... most Americanmade cars.
• Ileavy-duty molded rubber
)
with non-skid design
• Choice of red. h'ee, green,
black or cols

PARKER MOTORS
701 Main Street

Murray, Kentucky

$

Telephone 753-5273
Ite

•
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